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Joy to the world, the Lord is come; Let earth re - ceive her King!
Re-joice! Re-joice when Je-sus reigns, And Saints their songs em - ploy,
No more will sin and sor - row grow, Nor thorns in - fest the ground;
Re-joice! Re-joice in the Most High, While Is - rael spreads a - broad
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Let ev - 'ry heart pre - pare him room,

While fields and floods, rocks, hills, and plains
He'll come and make the bless - ings flow
Like stars that glit - ter in the sky,
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And Saints and an-gels sing, And Saints and an-gels sing,

Re-peat the sound-ing joy, Re - peat the sound-ing joy,
Far as the curse was found, Far as the curse was found,

And ev - er wor-ship God, And ev - er wor-ship God,
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JOY TO THE WORLD - Page 2
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And Saints, and Saints and an - gels sing.

Re - peat, re - peat the sound-ing joy.
Far as, far as the curse was found.
And ev - er and ev - er wor-ship God.
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FINGER NUMBERS

THE NAMES OF THE KEYS ON THE KEYBOARD ARE THE SAME
AS THE FIRST SEVEN LETTERS IN THE ALPHABET

A B C D E F G



DOG HOUSE

  

C=CAT D=DOG E=ELEPHANT

The two black keys are the “Dog House.” The white note in
the middle is “D” for Dog. The Dog has two neighbors. The
neighbor to the left is “C” for Cat, and the neighbor to the
right is “E” for Elephant.  “Dog houses” are located up and
down the entire piano keyboard.   The keys  may be played
with either hand.



GRANDMA’S HOUSE

                                                                

F=FRONT DOOR   G=GRANDMA   A=AUNT   B=BACK DOOR

The three black keys are “Grandma’s House.” Grandma lives
inside the house on the white key between the two left black
keys, called “G” for Grandma. To Grandma’s right lives “A” for
Auntie.  To Grandma’s left, is “F” for the Front Door and to
Auntie’s right, is “B” for the Back Door.  “Grandma houses”
are located up and down the entire piano keyboard.  The keys
may be played with either hand.



Ge�ng Started

“RH” stands for the right hand. “LH” stands for the left hand.

There will be a picture of a keyboard at the beginning
of each song. Middle C will be marked with a red star
for your reference. It is called “middle C” because it is
in the middle of the piano. The keyboard will show the
names of the RH keys used in the song. The mood
marking is under the keyboard: “Reverently.”

This line near the top of the first page of each song tells
LH Chords: C - G - F you which LH chords will be played in the song.

This picture directs you to play keys with your RH.

The le�er names of piano keys are put into boxes of different colors. These
boxes are called “note boxes.” They are played by the RH. The color of the box
helps you know how long to play the key.

White note boxes are the most common. They are played for about the
same amount of �me as the “a” is sung in the word “a-sleep” in the
chorus of “Away in a Manger.”

Green note boxes are played twice as fast as white note boxes, meaning
that a green box is played for half as long as a white box. Think “quickly”
as you play green note boxes.

Blue note boxes are played even faster than green note boxes. Think
“very quickly” as you play blue note boxes.

A red line in a white note box means to hold that key down longer,
un�l the next key is played.

Note boxes with longer red lines are held longer than note boxes
with shorter red lines.
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This is a sharp.  It looks like a slanted tic-tac-toe game.
A sharp in the note box means to NOT play that white
key, but instead, to play the next black key to the right.

This is a flat.  It looks like half a heart with a line on
the left. A flat in the note box means to NOT play that
white key, but instead, to play the next black key to
the left.

   This symbol is a rest.  It  means to rest and not play any key with the RH. 

The red number above this note box directs you to use your 2nd finger
to play the D key.  Using the red fingering will  usually make playing
easier, but the suggested fingering may not fit all hand sizes. 

Purple eyes let you know that your RH must jump to a new position on
the keyboard.  The eyes will appear above the note box where the new
hand position begins.  As you change your RH position, you will want to
use the suggested fingering.  (Example in “Called to Serve”) 

The cross-over arrow means that a finger
will cross over the thumb to play a key.  In
this example the third finger crosses over
the thumb playing the G, to play the F#.
The sign is used as you play several keys
going to the left, so you don’t run out of
fingers.  (Example in “Stand for the Right”)

The  cross-under  arrow  means  that  the
thumb  will  cross  underneath  another
finger.  In this example the thumb reaches
underneath  the  third  finger  to  play  the
next  key.   The  sign  is  used  as  you  play
several  keys  going  to  the  right,  so  you
don’t  run  out  of  fingers.  (Example  in
“Called to Serve”)



                                                 

As you play keys further to the right on the piano keyboard, the sound is higher.
We call this direction “up” on the keyboard.  As you play keys further to the left
on the piano keyboard, the sound is lower.  We call this direction “down” on the
keyboard.

The  higher  the  note  boxes  are  on  the  page,  the
further  right  (up)  the  keys  are  on  the  piano.  The
lower the note boxes are on the page,  the further
left (down) the keys are on the piano.  The G note
box is higher on the page than the D note box, so G is
further to the right on the piano than D. 

If note boxes touch at the corners, the white keys are
next to each other on the keyboard. 

If the note boxes are NOT touching, there will
be one or more white keys that are skipped
in between them.  The further apart the note
boxes  are  on  the  page,  the  greater  the
number of skipped white keys. 

The red star with the letter C, at the left of the page, is a reference point
that shows where middle C is in relation to the RH note boxes.

                                                                



Words to the songs are wri�en in verses between the RH note boxes and the LH
chord names. We call these the “lyric boxes.”

Note: Although great effort was made to align the words with the
corresponding note boxes, it was not always possible to do. Therefore, many of
the lyrics are not lined up.

This picture directs you to play the given chords with your LH. A chord
is two or more keys that are played at the same �me with the same
hand.

The names of the chords are to the
right of the LH picture. These chord
names, together with the colored

lines, are called the “playing line.” The chord names tell the LH what chords to
play and when to play them. The colored line to the right of a chord name
means to hold down the chord un�l the new chord name appears.

These colored lines are helpful in two ways:

1) They indicate how long the chord is to be held.
2) They help your eyes to easily see each new chord change.

The following is for your informa�on, but is not necessary to memorize:

Any type of A chord is Pink
Any type of B chord is Burgundy
Any type of C chord is Blue
Any type of D chord is Purple
Any type of E chord is Brown
Any type of F chord is Red
Any type of G chord is Green
Combo Keys are Turquoise

Rests or pauses are shown like this in the playing line:

F C



Below the chord names are boxes with piano keyboards.  We call these boxes
“chord boxes.”  Chord boxes do not tell WHEN to play the chord, but which keys
to press, and which fingers to use to play the chord.

Although a chord name may appear more than once on the same “playing line,”
the chord box for that chord will appear only once underneath the playing line.
That is because the chord boxes are only for reference, and do not tell when to
play the chord.   Here there are two D chords and two Em chords in the playing
line, but only one chord box for each type of chord. 

 

The picture below shows what a C chord looks like on the piano keyboard.  Play
these three keys at the same time with the suggested fingering.  

Under each keyboard is the name of the chord.  A chord name includes all the
letters, symbols, and numbers before the word “Chord.”  

   The name of this chord is:



Chord boxes also have red stars for middle C reference.  If a
red star has a C on top of it, middle C will be played as part
the chord. 

Sometimes  chord  names  include  up  (↑)  or  down  (↓)  arrows.   The  arrows
indicate the placement of the chord on the piano keyboard.

If any key within a chord is in the blue area, the chord’s name will include a
down (↓) arrow.  If any key within a chord is in the pink area, the chord name
will include an up (↑) arrow.  Any chord that uses only keys in the white area
will not have an arrow in the chord name. 

An  “open”  chord  has  one  or  more  keys  removed
from  the middle  of  the  chord.    For   example,   the
A  open  seven  down  chord  does  not  include   any
other  keys between the “A” and the  “G”.  The chord
name  includes a  small  circle  (“o”  for  open)  that
appears near the top of the chord name. 

A “full” chord has one or more keys added to give the chord
a more rich, full sound.   As an example, in a  Dm full 7 chord,
all four keys are played to give a bigger sound.  The name of
a full chord will have the circle (o) near the top of the chord
name filled in like this:  Here is an example of a chord
box  and  a  yellow  chord name for a full chord.  Notice the
filled-in circle above the “m”.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             



Other letters and numbers that are part the chord names (a, d, m, 7, etc.) have
meanings, which are not necessary to memorize.  For those who would like to
know:  a = augmented, d = diminished, m = minor, and 7 = 7th chord.

If you see three yellow chord names together, sometimes  with
an arrow or a 7,  the LH should play these three chords, one
right after the other.  It is written this way to aid in the rhythm.
The arrow or the 7 apply to all three chords.  

Two  keys  in  parentheses  are  called
“combo  keys.”    In  this  example  both
these  LH  keys  are  played  at  the  same
time, with the B as the bottom key and
the D# as the top key.  

The vertical yellow columns mean to play the key in the note box with the
RH at the same time as the LH chord.  In this example, the RH would play
an “E” at the same time the LH plays a “C” chord.  Usually the lyric boxes
will cover or interrupt part of the yellow column.

 

These are “introduction brackets” that appear on the last line of
each song.  They show what to play as an introduction before you
start the song.  Playing the music within the brackets will inform
everyone to “get ready,” and when to start singing.

Sometimes the RH thumb will land on the same key at the same
time as  the LH thumb.    When this  happens,  you  will  see  an
asterisk above the finger number.  When it is time for the RH to
play that key, lift your LH thumb and play the key with your RH
thumb.                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Sometimes the words you sing may last longer than one played
key.   The  word  may  look  like  this:  “Be-hold.”   This  means  the
whole word will be  sung on more than one key.  Here  “Be-hold”
would be sung while playing two keys, “E” and “F”.           

Occasionally, you will hear a LH chord played at the
same time with a RH key that will sound strange or
“dissonant,”  as  if  it  is  a  mistake.   Don’t  be
concerned.  As the song progresses,  the sound will
eventually resolve and become pleasant to the ear.

If you are playing on a piano or keyboard that has a pedal,
you might enjoy using the pedal on the right as you play
the hymns.  This pedal  makes sound last longer without
having to keep your finger on the key. 

Put the heel of your right foot on the floor and put the ball, or front part of your
foot,  on the right pedal.   Play the pedal  “up-down” with the ball  of your foot
AFTER each LH chord change,  holding the pedal  down until just after the next
chord begins.  It is more comfortable to keep your heel on the floor at all times.
This will make your LH chord changes sound more connected.

If  you are playing  on an  instrument  without  a  pedal,  you can compensate  by
holding down and sustaining each LH chord longer, until it is time to change to a
new chord.

Disclaimer to teachers and those with knowledge of music theory:
To eliminate the need to explain difficult musical principles in this new musical
language  (like  enharmonics)  some  chord  boxes  were  intentionally  made
incorrectly.  For example, the F dim  chord is written   F  A♭  B, although the
technically correct chord would be written  F  A♭  C♭.  Several other chords have
been modified to make them easier to read and/or play.
                                                                                                                     
Need more help?  Free instructional videos  are be available on the internet at
shortcutmusic.com.

                                                                              


